A rare case of disseminated intravascular coagulation after endoscopic submucosal dissection for early gastric cancer

Endoscopic treatment of early gastric cancer (EGC) is currently standard practice in Korea and Japan [1]. Although there are many causes of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), it occurs mostly after sepsis, wide tissue damage, and obstetric complications [2]. The authors report a case of DIC after endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD), which has never been reported before.

A 75-year-old female patient had been diagnosed with EGC. The patient had no specific medical history and blood tests were normal. ESD was performed on the second day of hospitalization (Fig. 1). At 4 hours after ESD, the patient showed hematemesis. Endoscopic bleeding was immediately controlled using hemoclips (Fig. 2). The following day, blood test results showed a decrease in platelet number (60,000/μL) and the international normalized ratio was increased to 1.8. Other results were fibrinogen 140 mg/dL and fibrin degradation product 32 μg/mL. Schistocytosis was observed on a peripheral blood smear (Fig. 3). The patient was diagnosed with DIC based on test results and clinical evidence. There was no additional bleeding and DIC improved under observation.

ESD has the advantage over surgery of less tissue damage. DIC is generally known to occur after serious tissue injuries. A combination of mechanisms, including release of fat and phospholipids from tissue into circulation, hemolysis, and endothelial damages, may promote the systemic activation of coagulation [2]. The interesting fact in this case is that DIC occurred after ESD, which is a procedure that causes relatively little tissue damage. Until now there has been no report of DIC after ESD. Another cause for DIC could be cancer itself; about 10% – 15% of patients with metastasized tumors have evidence of DIC [2]. However, there have been no reports of DIC in EGC.
either. Physicians must be aware of the possibility of severe complications, such as DIC, even after ESD.
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